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A few days after the end of the mobility activity, the staff and/or teachers/trainers from each partner organisation
met with the adult learners who participated in the mobility activity in order to evaluate, as a group, the activity.
The answers to the questionnaire have been compiled below.
Afterwards, the representatives from all partner organisations participated in a Skype conference to analyse the
results of the evaluation and agree on what changes needed to be made. (see “Conclusions by project
partners”).
* Compulsory question

* 1. The instructions for the preparation activities prior to this mobility activity were clear and useful.
(1=Lowest mark; 5=Highest mark).
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Federación de AAVV de La Rioja: 5
Malta UNESCO Youth Association: 5
Fundatia Centrul de Resurse Pentru Diversitate Etnocultural: 5
Stowarzyszenie WIOSNA: 4
Association of Nigerians in Slovenia: 5
Cantiere Giovani: 5
Engage Youth Empowerment Services: 4

* 2. The recommendations for travels and accommodations were clear and useful. (1=Lowest mark;
5=Highest mark).
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Federación de AAVV de La Rioja: 
Malta UNESCO Youth Association: 5
Fundatia Centrul de Resurse Pentru Diversitate Etnocultural: 5
Stowarzyszenie WIOSNA: 5
Association of Nigerians in Slovenia: 5
Cantiere Giovani: 5
Engage Youth Empowerment Services: 5

* 3. The "Guide for Participants" prepared by the hosting organisation was clear and useful. (1=Lowest
mark; 5=Highest mark).
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Federación de AAVV de La Rioja: 
Malta UNESCO Youth Association: 5
Fundatia Centrul de Resurse Pentru Diversitate Etnocultural: 5
Stowarzyszenie WIOSNA: 5
Association of Nigerians in Slovenia: 5
Cantiere Giovani: 5
Engage Youth Empowerment Services: 5

* 4. The meeting’s objectives were made clear to me prior to the mobility activity. (1=Lowest mark;
5=Highest mark).
○
○
○
○
○
○

Federación de AAVV de La Rioja: 5
Malta UNESCO Youth Association: 5
Fundatia Centrul de Resurse Pentru Diversitate Etnocultural: 5
Stowarzyszenie WIOSNA: 5
Association of Nigerians in Slovenia: 5
Cantiere Giovani: 5
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○

Engage Youth Empowerment Services: 5

* 5. The schedule and timing of the activities were appropriate. (1=Lowest mark; 5=Highest mark).
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Federación de AAVV de La Rioja: 4
Malta UNESCO Youth Association: 5
Fundatia Centrul de Resurse Pentru Diversitate Etnocultural: 5
Stowarzyszenie WIOSNA: 4
Association of Nigerians in Slovenia: 3
Cantiere Giovani: 4
Engage Youth Empowerment Services: 4

* 6. The methodologies used for each activity were clear and well adapted to the objectives of the
mobility activity. (1=Lowest mark; 5=Highest mark).
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Federación de AAVV de La Rioja: 5
Malta UNESCO Youth Association: 5
Fundatia Centrul de Resurse Pentru Diversitate Etnocultural: 5
Stowarzyszenie WIOSNA: 5
Association of Nigerians in Slovenia: 5
Cantiere Giovani: 5
Engage Youth Empowerment Services: 5

* 7. There was good communication and atmosphere with the other participants. (1=Lowest mark;
5=Highest mark).
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Federación de AAVV de La Rioja: 5
Malta UNESCO Youth Association: 5
Fundatia Centrul de Resurse Pentru Diversitate Etnocultural: 5
Stowarzyszenie WIOSNA: 5
Association of Nigerians in Slovenia: 5
Cantiere Giovani: 5
Engage Youth Empowerment Services: 5

* 8. I will be able to use what I learned in this mobility activity. (1=Lowest mark; 5=Highest mark).
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Federación de AAVV de La Rioja: 5
Malta UNESCO Youth Association: 5
Fundatia Centrul de Resurse Pentru Diversitate Etnocultural: 4
Stowarzyszenie WIOSNA: 4
Association of Nigerians in Slovenia: 5
Cantiere Giovani: 5
Engage Youth Empowerment Services: 4

How would you improve this mobility activity?
9. Provide better information before the mobility activity.
If yes, please specify what information.
○
○

Exact time guide even at the beginning of the day for better planning ahead.
It would be the timing and conditions of the activities. The duration of trip and conference is quite
intense! Spacing of time for travel would be required especially when carrying mobilities.
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10. Improve/use different methodologies.
If yes, please specify what information.
○

As each partner has specific activities, target group and beneficiaries, the methodologies they could
apply are quite different. Thus, discussions could approach various methodologies and also their
feasibility for each partner's activity.

11. Make the activities more stimulating.
If yes, please specify what information.
○

More engagement amongst the participants. Plus more involvement of the area we are situated in for
the mobilities.

12. Improve the organisation/timetable of the mobility activity.
If yes, please specify what information.
○

I think the Mobility Activities should be scheduled for weekend and not weekdays.

13. What other improvements would you recommend for the next mobility activity?
○
○

○

Accommodation of participants in one venue to enable better communication and
"gettoknoweachother".
To have the list of participants and their contacts from the beginning of the meeting. Next mobility
activity could include some sitevisits to get more familiar with activities related to social inclusion, if
possible.
More activities for the mobilities. More time so they can reflect on what they have been doing whilst on
the trip.

14. What was least valuable about this mobility activity?
○

○

For native English speakers the language learning crash course is not so relevant, unless using
another foreign language. This however, is more difficult to be implemented and to form a group as
there might not be enough people interested in one particular language.
All aspects were valuable more or less.

15. What was most valuable about this mobility activity?
○
○
○
○
○

Learning about the best practices of the host organisation.
The most valuable about this mobility activity was the interaction among participants with various
cultural background, the intercultural exchange.
The most valuable about this mobility activity was the field experience of the best practices of the
hosting organization.
Planning for the target groups suitable for the next mobility events.
Learning what logrono had to offer and what voluntary work takes place plus the impact.

16. This mobility activity was a positive experience for myself. (1=Lowest mark; 5=Highest mark).
○
○

Federación de AAVV de La Rioja: 5
Malta UNESCO Youth Association: 5
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○
○
○
○
○

Fundatia Centrul de Resurse Pentru Diversitate Etnocultural: 5
Stowarzyszenie WIOSNA: 5
Association of Nigerians in Slovenia: 5
Cantiere Giovani: 5
Engage Youth Empowerment Services: 4

Conclusions by project partners:
The average satisfaction level was very high, however, according to some of the comments suggestions, project
partners decided on the following changes:
1To increase the duration of future mobility activities from 3 to 4 days;
2 To include a more detailed timetable in the next “Guide for Participants”;
3 To do their in finding weekend dates which suit everyone for next mobility activities.
3 To make more of an effort in involving local organisations in the mobility activities as well as encouraging an
active participation of both adult learners and teachers/trainers.
4 To try to choose the same accommodation facility
5 To exchange their participants details before each mobility activity.
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